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By Natasha Ngan

Hot Key Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Memory Keepers, Natasha
Ngan, When you're chasing memories to survive, it's better to leave the past behind .Seven is a thief
with a difference - he steals downloadable memories from banks and memoriums to sell onto
London's black market, trading secrets and hidden pasts for a chance at a future of his own. He
makes sure he keeps some special stuff back to 'surf' himself though - it's the only real form of
entertainment he can afford. But one night, as Seven is breaking into a private memorium in a
wealthy part of London, he is caught in the act by one of its residents: Alba, the teenage daughter of
London's most famous criminal prosecutor. Instead of giving him away, Alba promises to keep
Seven's secret - as long as he allows her to go memory-surfing herself. In doing so, they discover a
hidden memory about Seven's past, revealing a shocking secret about his childhood, the
government and a mysterious experiment known as The Memory Keepers .Now Seven and Alba
will have to race against time to unlock the maze of The Memory Keepers - but can they keep
themselves...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to planning to read again yet again later on. I
found out this book from my i and dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Audrey Lowe I-- Audrey Lowe I

It is fantastic and great. It is really simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested
this book to learn.
-- Dr. Luna Skiles-- Dr. Luna Skiles
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